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Meeting with Chrissy and Jodine from B&W Safety 

“When it comes to workplace safety there should be no grey areas” says Chrissy from B&W Safety 

“that is why our clients get everything they need and nothing they don’t in plain black and white!” 

Chrissy and Jodine, a mother and daughter duo, started B&W Safety because all their previous 

employers in the safety category had made everything so complicated and difficult to implement.  

“We concentrate on the rural sector because we are from the land and we love the type of people we 

get to deal with in the rural sector” Chrissy says. “We have designed a specific Agriculture & 

Horticulture system that all rural businesses can use no matter what type of operation they have. It is 

a simple and effective safety management system all presented in black and white” she says. 

“Why do managers need to be so safety aware these days?” I ask Jodine. 

“The new Health and Safety at Work Act has made everyone in the business chain of command 

responsible for the safety of all people in that business. Fines for non-compliance are significant these 

days and businesses need to be both aware and act responsibly. But it can also be daunting and 

complex for some business owners so that is why we have designed our system the way we have. 

We provide our clients with a step-by-step guide and it is paper based as the rural sector tends to 

prefer these kinds of things in hard copy” she says. 

“All there in plain black and white” I say. “Exactly!” she says. 

 Chrissy and Jodine’s particular love is horses so they even have a system for people in any horse 

based business! 

Growing up in a rural community gives these two are particular insight into the type of people they are 

dealing with. “Our clients are down to earth” Chrissy says. “They know they need an H&S system on 

their property but they want it simple, easy to implement, practical and effective. That is why we 

designed it the way we did. We are rural people designing safety systems for rural people” she says 

with some pride. 

Chrissy and Jodine also provide a secondary but equally important service for their clients. If a 

serious incident does occur on a property they can provide their clients with the correct advice on how 

to proceed. “This is perhaps the most important thing we do” Chrissy says “because it provides our 

clients with a professional and correct process that protects the business and the people in it”. 

So if you are in need of a Health and Safety makeover on your rural property and you want to deal 

with ‘salt of the earth’ people just like you then these two are worth a call and a chat. They won’t mess 

you about - and it will all be laid out for you on paper – in plain black and white! 

 


